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ABSTRACT

How can the efficiency of volunteers be improved in performing bushcare in the limited amount of time able to be spent caring for each location every month [1]?

Bushcare is a volunteer activity with a high difficulty curve for volunteers just starting out as the crucial skill of distinguishing the native plants from the harmful invasive species only comes with experience and memorization [2]. The lack of ability to distinguish targeted plants will greatly reduce the efficiency of the volunteers as they work through the limited amount of time they have at each location each month while also discouraging newly joined volunteers from continuing this activity.

To assist newly joined volunteers, the majority of which would likely be from a younger demographic with a digital app that could help the user distinguish the species of plant, making it easier for them to start familiarizing themselves with both the native and invasive species in their area [3]. The user could simply have to take a picture of the plant they wish to identify and the software would use its image recognition algorithm trained with a database of different species of plants to identify the type of plant and whether it needs to be removed. At the same time, more experienced volunteers could continue to use this app, identifying errors in the app’s identification to make it more reliable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bushcare is very important to the Australian ecosystem because its unique fauna and flora are being out-competed by invasive species from other ecosystems [4]. If left unchecked, the invasive species will spread and take on resources that the native species need to survive, causing them to die off and reduce the biodiversity of the entire ecosystem [5]. Bushcare works to remove the invasive plants from an area while caring for the native plant to try to restore the state of the ecosystem to its healthy original state [6]. Currently the issue is that there is a limited number of volunteers and an even more limited number of staff who can supervise the volunteers as they...
work, meaning that each area will only get a few hours for volunteers to carry out their job each month.

The limited amount of time means that it is crucial for the team of volunteers to work efficiently in the time they are given. The majority of the volunteers are of the older demographic, who are very experienced in doing their job each time they work in the area. But there is a lack of new recruits as it is hard and time-consuming for new volunteers to remember that they need to be removed from the ecosystem and what to care for, causing there to be a lack of younger generation volunteers [7]. The process of learning what plants of native and what is harmful is frustrating as there is no clear rule to distinguish the two groups while the fear of accidentally removing native plants and causing more harm further discourages them.

To solve this issue, a mobile app could be used to identify the type of plants for the user while they are still inexperienced, which greatly helps new volunteers when they join, improving their experience and efficiency. This app would work by using a database of different plant species to train an algorithm to recognize the plant through image recognition, therefore allowing users to simply take an image of the plant with their phone and the app will identify the species of plant for them. This will help them work as they familiarize themselves with the types of plants in the ecosystem.

There are already many plant recognition software on the market also using image recognition to identify the types of plants captured by the camera of the phone and allowing the user to gain some information about the plane in front of them [8]. However, that software is all focused on gardening rather than bushcare, meaning there is a great desperation in need of new volunteers from what those apps can provide. Those apps focus on the needs for gardening, therefore the types of plants that these apps need to recognize are different from the types of plant that needed to be recognized for bushcare as the types of the plant being deliberately planted is different from the types of plant found in the wild. Those apps will have a wider range of plants worldwide to satisfy the needs of their targeted customers as gardening involves many plants from around the world that thrive in many different climates while only needing to focus on being able to recognize plants encountered when gardening. But bushcare has a more specific need in the types of plants that need to be recognized, only focusing on a specific area with a set climate but needing all plants in this area to be able to be recognized, therefore those apps might not be as accurate in recognizing the types of plants encountered in bushcare.

A bigger problem is that after the plant is recognized by existing plant recognition apps the information is not helpful in the situation of bushcare. When those gardening apps recognize the plant captured, it gives the species of the plant and some information about the plant and how to care for the plant, which is mostly redundant to new volunteers to bushcare [9]. Rather than the species of the plant, more useful information would be if the plant is invasive and needs to be removed and information that would be helpful is how to properly remove a plant in areas such as whether the roots need to be removed or if the seeds need to be bagged.

In this paper, the process of creating the app that would help improve the efficiency of bushcare volunteers is very similar to the other commercial apps used to identify plants for gardening. Our goal is to develop an app that would be easy to use for new volunteers doing Bushcare to help them to work more efficiently during their inexperienced phase when they are just starting out. Our method is inspired by many other image recognition algorithms that have gained popularity in recent years.

First, the basic structure of the app was made on android studio using the flutter software development kit. The app contains a camera page where an image of plants was taken for the
software to identify the plant, and the main page was made for users to navigate to different pages like the calendar for upcoming bushcare schedules and other special events or to navigate to the personal profile page.

We also used Firebase to allow users to make personal accounts with their email. This would allow the account to be tracked when sending feedback to errors in the algorithm and potentially be used to track which bush care site a user goes to for automatic reminders or to share the picture of the different species of plants captured.

Then lastly, the image recognition algorithm is put in to process the image captured by the camera. A preexisting database for different species of plants is used to train the algorithm which could be added to as an error in the images captured to could help the algorithm to become more accurate.

The use-ability of the app has been tested to ensure that the app would be effective in solving the problem with new volunteers. The app has to be convenient for users to make sure that it would be used easily for anyone to assist them when they don’t have the necessary knowledge for bushcare. The convenience of the app provided with other features is also important in making the process of going to bush care easier which would help to attract younger volunteers into joining this activity. We tested the working of the different accounts and the working of the application with Firebase, making sure that it is storing the different accounts and communicating with the application properly so that when the algorithm runs into an error, the user can report it and Firebase would be able to record from which user the error came from [10]. We also tested to make sure the camera would work on any phone as different phones have different dimensions or sizes of images for the camera. To ensure that all phone cameras would work, the application crops the image to a set size the algorithm could process therefore uniforming the input. As we have run into some problems setting up the code for the camera we haven’t had time to flash out the image recognition algorithm yet. We have run some tests with images saved on the computer and run it through the algorithm and the result of the image recognition is not accurate enough to be used effectively for its purpose.

The following part of this report is organized into the following sections: Section 2 contains challenges encountered during the process of designing and testing the product; Section 3 describes the solution used to solve the challenges listed in section 2 in order to finish the app; Section 4 presents the experiments we did and the relevant details; Section 5 presents related works. And finally, Section 6 includes concluding remarks as well as listing the further work to be done in this area.

2. CHALLENGES

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. Limit Amount of Time

It is currently hard for new volunteers to work efficiently in the limited amount of time spent caring for each area’s plant life. There is no rule classifying what plant is native and which is invasive so the skill to distinguish what needs to be removed from the local environment can only be achieved by slowly familiarizing ourselves with the plants in the area and remembering the different types of plants present. This is a very slow process that could take up to a few years to fully familiarize oneself with the plant lives of casual volunteers. This means new volunteers are usually just told a few common plants that need to be removed each time and only focus on the
species they are shown. This means that many other invasive species are left unchecked and would just fill the space cleared out by the volunteers and reduce the efficiency of the work.

2.2. Lack of New Volunteers of a Younger Age

The demographic of bush care is mostly made up of volunteers of older age as there is a lack of new volunteers of a younger age. The difficult learning curve at the start discourages many new volunteers from continuing causing there to be a lack of interest from the younger generation as there is not a common sight for young people to be part-taking in it. Apart from the difficulty in familiarizing themselves with the plant and the frustratingly long amount of time, volunteers might also be afraid that they might be doing more damage than good. In areas where there is a more diverse range of plants, new volunteers can’t be told just a few types of plants to focus on and often just feel like they are removing random plants without knowing whether they are removing harmful plants or native plants and causing more damage than good, which further disparages them from continuing.

2.3. Recognize All The Plants

In order to help new volunteers recognize the types of plants the algorithm needs to be able to recognize all the plants that could be found in the area. For the algorithm to do this, there needs to be a database of all the plants present in the area to train the algorithm to recognize them. But as we are not a commercial organization with a large number of resources, we do not have the resources to gather a big enough database of plants ourselves, and doing it manually would be way too time-consuming.

3. Solution

This application is an image recognition software that would serve as a personal assistant to new volunteers, helping them classify the different species of plants while they work to develop their own knowledge about the plants. Apart from the main function of identifying plants from the camera page of the application, there are also a few other parts that are made to improve the experience of the user and to motivate more younger volunteers to stay in bushcare after they start. The application has a login and sign-up page to allow users to create their personal account of the app with their email which allows more personalization for each user to make their experience more convenient. The Application stores the different accounts by communicating with Firebase, powered by google. The application also has a calendar page that is going to show all the bush care times and locations as well as any special event that will be happening. There is also a function to share the plants a user has captured with other users of the app. These functions are made to try to make the bushcare experience more suited for the younger generation to encourage a younger demographic to join bushcare volunteering. The application is made with android studio using the google open-source development kit, flutter, and implementing dart to create sections of the application.
The log-in page works by communicating with the Firebase platform with all the user information stored on it. As shown in the code snippet below, the application is linked to a Firebase platform where all the information about already existing users is stored. The application checks if the email interns already exist on the Firebase, and then it checks if the password is correct. If both are correct then it lets the user enter their own personalized account of the application where they can continue using the app.

```javascript
if(formRef.current.isValid.validate) {
  try {
    await FirebaseAuth.instance.signInWithEmailAndPassword(email, password);
    showSuccess("Login Successful!");
    navigation = false;
    Navigator.pushAndRemoveUntil(context, MaterialPageRoute(builder: (context) => HomePage()), (route) => false);
  } catch (e) {
    if (e.code == 'user-not-found')
      showSnackbar("Email is Incorrect");
    else if (e.code == 'wrong-password')
      showSnackbar("Password Is Incorrect");
    else
      showSnackbar("Unknown Error.");
  }
  submitLook = false;
}
```

Similarly, the sign up page also communicates with the Firebase platform but as it is creating a new user and storing the information the sign up page uploads the information about the new user to Firebase rather than checking the information stored on Firebase. When the new user enters the email and password into the text boxes on the sign up page, the application communicates to
Firebase and checks if the email is already in use or valid before checking if the password meets the requirement. If everything is up to standard it stores that information as a new user on Firebase to allow them to log in the future and let the user into the home page.

The camera page uses a dart in Flutter to capture the image with the camera of the phone. The dart package called image picker was first imported into the application at the top of the code to enable the application to capture images. When the image is captured it is first cropped to the right size for the application to process while the time when the image is captured is also recorded. The image is given three values: description, species, and whether it is invasive or not, and given to the algorithm to process.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

To ensure that the users can log in to an account for better personalization of the app and so that we can track user information when information is sent in from the users we had to test whether the Firebase platform is storing user data and communication with the application properly. This would be important for the image recognition algorithm too as it would bet the users report any incorrect output of species of plant and therefore increase the database we can train the algorithm with. To test this, We had several accounts to test that Firebase is able to store the accounts effectively and check the information stored through firebase directly. Then we checked the application would let users in smoothly while also preventing duplicate emails from signing up so causing problems with the system.

The application was able to successfully send the new accounts created to Firebase and access them when the information is required for logging in users. The wait time for users to load in isn’t significant and fairly easy to use as it is very similar to any other login or the sign-up page for other programs. The application also was able to successfully check with Firebase to stop any email that already exists to create second accounts by signing up again and checking the strength of the password to ensure that it is to strong enough.
We tested the image capture function to ensure that both the camera of the phone could be accessed by the application to capture the image of the plants to be processed by the algorithm and also that the image could be sent to the Firebase with the correct information like time taken and its location. The ability to capture images is crucial to the application as it is the input that would enable the rest of its function to be carried out. We needed to check that the application could upload the images taken to the Firebase platform where its content was checked straight through Firebase. The application needed other data such as the time the image was taken, the location it was taken at and the user id that sent the image to Firebase while also leaving space for the algorithm to determine whether the image continued an invasive plant and the species of the plant.

We captured a large number of images with computers as they emulated the mobile app of the program and uploaded them to the Firebase platform to be stored and eventually communicated the algorithm to be processed. The information uploaded to Firebase was checked directly through Firebase storage where all the information was stored. All images were able to successfully have the time taken, the location it was taken from, and the user id of the account that uploaded the image to Firebase while leaving space for the algorithm to eventually fill in the species of the plant and whether it is invasive. In this process, we also deduced that we needed to crop the images to a uniform size to enable this process to function.
As we have run into difficulties making sure that the capers of the application would function properly for the application to work and proper images to be uploaded to the algorithm to be processed and so we haven’t had enough time to properly set up the image processing algorithm. We have tested the algorithm by manually uploading images to it and the result is not yet as accurate as needed for the application.

The result of the experiments conducted was mostly satisfactory as it confirms the result that we wanted to see. The experiment proves that the app is functioning properly, doing its intended job and therefore able to connect to other parts of the application and function smoothly to achieve its intended purpose. The app is convenient enough for us users and therefore will improve the experience of the new volunteers when starting out bushcare. The algorithm is still not ready for use but it is still being perfected and it will still be worked on as the app is officially put out for people to use as users will upload more images to the database of the algorithm to develop and become more accurate.

5. RELATED WORK

This paper aims to produce an algorithm for plant recognition for the use of agriculture, aiming to improve the sustainability of producing crops by reducing laborious tasks from humans and to make a more accurate judgement [11]. This research is different from this project as it also focuses on the health of the plant and with a further step of determining how healthy the plant is and outputting the best environment and nutrient level for the plants to develop. The research focuses more on plants on the macro level while this project focuses more on individual plants. Furthermore, this research is lightly technical, providing a lot of information for the user while our application tries to simplify information for the convenience of everyday users.

This paper aims to use image recognition to detect plant disease to assist humans in caring for those plants [12]. This paper uses MATLAB as its primary processing tool and uses the linear progression model to detect whether the plant is diseased. This research is highly technical, using the coloration of the plant’s leaf, isolating parts of the leaf with unnatural coloration, and determining if the plant is diseased. This research differs from our project as it focuses more on whether the plant is diseased rather than the species of the plant. Also, the algorithm focuses more on processing images in a more controlled environment while our application has to be able to process images taken on the field.
This paper researches image recognition algorithms to reduce human mistakes and improve efficiency in plant identification, disease detection, and diversity preservation [13]. It focuses on comparing the effectiveness of different methods of image recognition in the application of identifying the types of a plant from its leaves, listing out a great variety of methods to compare. This research has similar purposes to our application, used to improve efficiency and improve plant diversity in the environment but goes more in depth into the faults and merits of many different methods.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This project tries to solve the problem of it being very hard for new volunteers to pick up bushcare as an activity as there is a steep learning curve to distinguishing the different plants that need to be removed from the native plants that are being protected. This application aims to help new volunteers to classify the different plants with image recognition to improve their efficiency when first starting bushcare while improving their experience to keep more new volunteers from leaving from being discouraged by the steep learning curve. This app allows the user to take images of the plants they see and determine the species of the plant and whether it is an invasive plant with the image recognition algorithm [14]. The app allows users to sign in to their personal account and therefore allows them to share images of the plants they have captured or report any errors there are in the application or the results of the algorithm. The application also shows the calendar of all the volunteering/events for bushcare for the convenience of the user. All the extra functions serve to increase the experience of the users as an attempt to increase the number of volunteers of a younger demographic to join bushcare [15].

Currently, the app is still very limited and basic. The accuracy of the algorithm could be improved as there is only a very limited amount of images in the database and the algorithm is not optimized. But this could be improved as people start using the app, taking pictures of more plants to be added to the database and improving the algorithm by correcting any errors in results. The image-sharing function is also not very practical at the moment as it does a clear function, later could be a system of challenges asking the user to capture a number of plants to motivate them and give the image-sharing function a purpose.

Some future work includes adding more descriptions to the species of plant, namely how to effectively remove the different invasive species, including whether the roots need to be removed and seeds are a concern. Further work needs to be done to improve the image recognition algorithm by adding more images to the database and correcting any mystics made by the algorithm to make it more accurate.
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